
HOW IT WORKS
Optimum Protection

The In&motion horseriding airbag vest protects from serious injuries due to major falls. 

The goal is to provide the best protection system for horseriders. This solution relies on a 
mechanical triggering airbag.

Once inflated, the airbag protects vital body areas: abdomen, chest, neck, shoulders, back 
and coccyx. 
The  coccyx protection has been designed to deploy during the inflation process but is com-
pletely invisible while riding for a better design and comfort.

FOR WHOM
The In&motion airbag vest was conceived to be adapted to everyone and can be integrated 
under 3 different Horse Pilot jackets : a training jacket, the Aerotech competition jackets and 
a softshell.
The goal was to combine convenience, styling and safety while reducing the constraint re-
lated to the airbag.

Five sizes are available :

HOW TO USE IT

Airbag package

Airbag vest

In&motion Airbag Inflator 

Saddle strap with automatic lock system

Deflated Inflated

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Ultra comfortable and fitted : high breathability  and body shaped tex-
tile ensuring a maximum comfort and freedom while riding.

The inflator has been designed to be more ergonomic : flat and body 
shaped, it is placed under the vest or competition jackets.

The airbag vest was designed to be worn under the vest and is compa-
tible with 3 different HorsePilot vests and competition jacket. 

The airbag vest was designed to integrate 2 optionnal items: 
a back protector or a waterbag in order to meet all the horserider’s 
needs
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#4
In&motion vest XS S M L XL

Women 34-36 38-40 42-44 - -

Men - 44 46-48 50-52 54-56
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MAINTENANCE
After inflation, check the following points before reusing your airbag:

Changing the Inflator

Check the label inside your airbag vest to change your inflator

USER SERVICES CONTACT
For any question regarding your airbag use, please contact the In&motion team:

Mail: horsesupport@inemotion.com

> The integrity of the fabric of the inner vest
> The integrity of the plastics of the inflator

Even if the system functions correctly, it must be serviced by In&motion’s Customer 
Service after 3 years from the date of manufacture indicated on your airbag vest.

After 5 inflations, we recommend you to have it controlled by In&motion’s Customer 
Service.

In&motion provides wearable smart protection 
systems to protect from serious injuries in case 
of falls.

178 route de Cran Gevrier
  F-74650 Chavanod - Annecy

FRANCE

www.inemotion.com

Horse Pilot answers one question: why should the 
latest textile technologies be reserved only for “extre-
me” sports? It was in response to this question that 
the brand concept took shape. Three friends decided 
to develop a new range of riders’ clothing using the 
very latest innovations from the textile industry.

www.horsepilot.com
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